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Abstract
Histone and non-histone proteins play key roles in the activation and repression of genes. In addition to experimental studies
of their regulation of gene expression, molecular modeling at the nucleosome, chromatin, and chromosome levels can con-
tribute insights into the molecular mechanisms involved. In this review, we provide an overview for protein-bound chromatin
modeling, and describe how our group has integrated protein binding into genome systems across the scales, from all-atom
to coarse-grained models, using explicit to implicit descriptions. We describe the associated applications to protein binding
effects and biological mechanisms of genome folding and gene regulation. We end by illustrating the application of machine
learning tools like AlphaFold2 to proteins relevant to chromatin systems.
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Introduction

Histone and non-histone proteins are a diverse group of
biomolecules that bind to eukaryotic DNA to regulate
genome folding and gene expression (Lobbia et al. 2021).
These biopolymers play crucial roles in many nuclear pro-
cesses, such as nucleosome remodeling, chromatin folding
and looping, and gene activation and repression. Through
post-translational modifications, they add an additional layer
of complexity in the regulation of nuclear activity.

Histone proteins include the core histones H2A, H2B, H3,
and H4, which assemble together to form the nucleosome
core, and the linker histone (LH) H1 that binds to the linker
DNA at the nucleosome entry/exit sites to further compact
chromatin. LH proteins are also involved in DNA replication
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and repair, as well as genome stability. Multiple variants of
H1 exist in higher eukaryotes, and they can bind to nucle-
osomes with different stoichiometries (from less than 1 to
more than 1 LH per nucleosome) (Woodcock et al. 2006;
Bates and Thomas 1981) and binding modes (on/off-dyad
binding) (Zhou et al. 2015; Öztürk et al. 2018; Zhou et al.
2013, 2016; Cutter and Hayes 2017).

Non-histone proteins include transcription factors (TF)
and repressors like the heterochromatin protein 1 (HP-1) and
polycomb group proteins. Also involved are structural pro-
teins like the high mobility group (HMG) proteins, CTCF,
and cohesin. TFs bind to linker or nucleosomal DNA to reg-
ulate the transcription of genes. Some TFs bind to promoter
sequences near the transcription start sites and help initiate
transcription, and others bind to regulatory sequences, such
as enhancers, to activate or repress transcription. HP-1 and
polycomb group proteins bind to chromatin to limit DNA
accessibility and thus mediate transcriptional repression.
HP1 recognizes histone H3 methylated at Lys9 (Bannister
et al. 2001; Lachner et al. 2001), and polycomb group pro-
teins recognize genomic sequences termedpolycomb respon-
sive elements (PRE) located near target genes andmediate the
methylation of histone H3 at Lys27 (Plath et al. 2003; Czer-
min et al. 2002; Kuzmichev et al. 2002; Müller et al. 2002),
a repressive mark. Structural non-histone proteins bind to
DNA and nucleosomes to induce structural changes in the
chromatin fiber, influencing chromatin dynamics. HMG pro-
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teins bind preferentially to AT-rich sequences in the DNA
and induce conformational changes that promote the recruit-
ment of additional binding proteins (Elton et al. 1987; Reeves
and Nissen 1990). CTCF and cohesin act together to execute
loop extrusion and create topologically associated domains
(TADs) (Fudenberg et al. 2016, 2017).

Molecular modeling studies have helped explore the
mechanisms of chromatin and gene regulation by protein
binding. In the next section, we review the state-of-the-art
of protein-bound chromatin modeling at different genomic
scales, from nucleosomes to Mb fibers. Then, we illustrate
protein modeling by our group to provide mechanistic infor-
mation on the role of proteins in chromatin fiber architecture
and dynamics at nucleosome resolution. We end with a dis-
cussion on how machine learning tools like AlphaFold2 can
help integrate protein effects into chromatin structures and
processes.

State-of-the-art of protein-bound chromatin
systems

While core histones have been extensively studied, the role
of linker histones (LHs) in regulating chromatin architecture
is less appreciated and somewhat nuanced. The first crystal
structure of the chromatosome revealed the LH globular head
binding to the nucleosome dyad (Zhou et al. 2015). Other
experiments showed that LHs can also bind off-dyad (Zhou
et al. 2013), and that the LH C-terminal domain (CTD)
interacts mostly with one of the DNA linkers (Bednar et al.
2017; White et al. 2016), believed to direct LH assembly and
chromatin higher-order.Many experiments demonstrated the
importance of LH in establishing compact 30-nmfibers (Fyo-
dorov et al. 2018). However, the architecture of these fibers
and mechanisms of folding directed by LH were not well
understood.

Numerous modeling approaches have explored the mech-
anisms of LH-induced chromatin folding, the effects of
different LH binding modes and densities, and the role of
LH variants.

From the prediction of the first chromatosome structure
by docking and molecular modeling (Bharath et al. 2003),
several chromatosomes have been modeled with different
LH isoforms and binding modes, at all-atom and coarse-
grained levels, and with conventional or enhanced sampling
simulations (Öztürk et al. 2020). Studies that focused on the
LH binding mode and variant types demonstrated confor-
mational variability (Öztürk et al. 2016), thermodynamic
basis for on-dyad versus off-dyad binding (Woods and
Wereszczynski 2020), and a mixture of nucleosomal DNA
and linker DNA interactions (Zhou et al. 2021). When
focusing on the role of the flexible and disordered LH N-
and C-terminal domains, studies have shown that the CTD

remains disordered upon binding (Sridhar et al. 2020a),
leading to an asymmetric and dynamical nucleosome confor-
mation, while the N-terminal domain transitions to a more
ordered structure (Sridhar et al. 2020b), affecting LH binding
affinity. These disordered domains help nucleosome com-
paction as the binding of LH variants with and without
the domains produces deferentially compacted chromato-
somes (Wu et al. 2021).

At the kb level, LH is coarse-grained as one (Lin and
Zhang 2024) or several amino acids per bead (Arya and
Schlick 2009; Luque et al. 2014; Lequieu et al. 2019; Srid-
har et al. 2020a), modeled implicitly by modifying the linker
DNA geometry (Kepper et al. 2008; Stehr et al. 2008), or
derived fromcrystal orCryoEMstructures of chromatosomes
or nucleosomes (Wong et al. 2007; Izadi et al. 2016). Asso-
ciated nucleosome arrays sampled by Monte Carlo (Arya
and Schlick 2009; Sridhar et al. 2020a), Brownian Dynam-
ics (Lequieu et al. 2019; Li et al. 2023), or Molecular
Dynamics (Izadi et al. 2016; Woods et al. 2021) simulations
have revealed LH effects on fiber architecture.

Studies of kb fibers with LH bound showed that: different
fiber configurations are formedbased on the orientation of the
LHand lengthof the linkerDNA(Wonget al. 2007), LHbind-
ing reduces fiber irregularity due to the formation of DNA
stem as well as linker-length dependent local stem geome-
try (Stehr et al. 2008; Arya and Schlick 2009; Perišić et al.
2010; Portillo-Ledesma et al. 2022), LH limits DNA flexibil-
ity and stabilizes repeating tetra-nucleosomal units (Woods
et al. 2021), and LH induces fiber compaction by changing
the path for the entering and exiting linker DNA (Kepper
et al. 2008; Arya and Schlick 2009). Salt-dependent simu-
lations show that LH interacts preferentially with one linker
DNA at high salt, but with both linkers at low salt (Luque
et al. 2014). The disordered nature of the LH CTD favors
looping and long-range interactions needed for genome reg-
ulation (Sridhar et al. 2020a). In the presence of explicit ions,
LHs also interact with the linkerDNAof neighboring nucleo-
somes, contributing to the overall chromatin compaction (Lin
and Zhang 2024).

Overall, these studies helped define the mechanisms of
fiber compaction by LH and the effect of LH binding on fiber
architecture, which can be directly related to the regulation
of gene expression. In the next section, we detail our imple-
mentation of coarse-grained LHwithin mesoscale chromatin
fibers.

Other common chromatin structure modulators are tran-
scription factors (TFs) and repressors. The binding of these
proteins to nucleosomes and chromatin fibers has been stud-
iedwith all-atom (MacCarthy et al. 2022; Huertas et al. 2020;
Azzaz et al. 2014), coarse-grained (Tan and Takada 2020;
Watanabe et al. 2018; Bajpai et al. 2017; Portillo-Ledesma
et al. 2024), and polymer (Nicodemi and Prisco 2009; Brack-
ley et al. 2013; Buckle et al. 2018) models to determine
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mechanisms of genome activation and repression. Mecha-
nisms of chromatin opening have been determined for the
pioneer TF Oct4. The binding of Oct4 to a single nucleo-
some revealed that nucleosome motions, such as breathing
and twisting, mediate nucleosome recognition by the pioneer
TF (Huertas et al. 2020), and that Oct4 binding enhances
nucleosome structural flexibility to favor open nucleosome
conformations (MacCarthy et al. 2022). In the presence of
another TF, Sox2, an allosteric effect has been shown: the
binding of a first TF changes the nucleosome conforma-
tion, affecting the binding of a second TF (Tan and Takada
2020). For mechanisms of chromatin repression, the binding
ofHP1 to aH3K9 trimethylated dinucleosome revealed com-
paction by bridging adjacent nucleosomes (Watanabe et al.
2018), possibly mediated by large range motions of HP1’s
N-terminal chromo domain (Azzaz et al. 2014).

Studies of kb fibers that incorporate protein binding
implicitly have illuminated mechanisms of chromatin com-
paction and regulation. For example, the binding of TFs
createsmicrodomains that are dependent on the binding posi-
tion and are regulated by LH and tail acetylation (Portillo-
Ledesma et al. 2024). The remodeler protein HMG bends
the linker DNA, destabilizing the regular 30-nm chromatin
structure (Bajpai et al. 2017).

When focusing on chromosomes or Mb systems, polymer
models incorporating TFs like NFκB or CTCF have shed
light on protein-induced chromosome organization. Studies
showed that chromosome architecture is dictated by pro-
tein binding based on thermodynamic preferences (Nicodemi
and Prisco 2009), proteins organize the genome by clus-
tering along the chromosomes based on entropic contribu-
tions (Brackley et al. 2013), and TF binding induces chromo-
some loops to help form TADs and compartments (Brackley
et al. 2016). For smaller Mb regions, active epigenetic marks
for CTCF can predict the overall folding (Buckle et al. 2018).

Although many advances have been made at the nucleo-
some and kb levels (Brandani et al. 2022; Portillo-Ledesma
et al. 2023; Huertas et al. 2022), few studies have provided
detailed mechanistic information on the role of proteins in
chromatin fiber architecture and dynamics at nucleosome
resolution. Next, we summarize the efforts made in our
group to bridge this gap and discuss the additional mod-
eling advances needed to better integrate protein effects on
chromatin processes (see Figs. 1 and 2).

Linker histones and antibodies increase
chromatin fiber compaction

Rigid 3-bead LHmodel As a first-order approach to incorpo-
rate LH in our nucleosome resolution chromatin model (Bas-
com and Schlick 2017; Portillo-Ledesma and Schlick 2020),
we first introduced LH as a 3-bead rigid element (Arya and

Schlick 2009). This coarse-grained LH model first demon-
strated that LH reduces the DNA entry/exit angle, which
promotes the formation of a rigid linker DNA “stem” and
brings nucleosomes closer to each other. As a result, inter-
nucleosome interactions between i and i ± 2 nucleosomes
increase, leading to the formation of a more regular and
rigid chromatin fiber (Arya and Schlick 2009). For fibers
with linker DNA typical of eukaryotes, it also showed that
when combinedwithMg2+ ions, it favors heteromorphic and
highly compact configurations with high DNA bending and
sequential nucleosome interactions (i ± 1) (Grigoryev et al.
2009). By further studying nucleosome arrays with increas-
ing linker DNA lengths, we determined that the effect of LH
is optimal, namely a tight DNA stem is formed, when the
length of the linker DNA is similar to the LH length (Perišić
et al. 2010).

In particular, the coarse-grained LHmodel is based on the
rat H1.4. The first bead is derived from the atomic structure
of the globular head (GH) (76 residues) (Bharath et al. 2003),
and the other two beads represent the CTD (111 residues).
The short N-terminal domain of 33 residues is not included
in the model. The three beads are positioned in a straight line
and each bead has a charge in its center parameterized for
the Debye-Hückel potential so it reproduces the Poisson-
Boltzmann electric field of the atomistic LH. LH beads
interact with all other chromatin elements, namely the nucle-
osome cores, histone tails H2A, H2B, H3, and H4, and linker
DNA, through excluded volume (Lennard–Jones potential)
and electrostatic interactions (Debye-Hückel potential).

Dynamic LH binding To improve the description of LH, we
developed a dynamic model for LH binding in which LHs
were allowed to detach and reattach from the nucleosome
cores based on binding and unbinding probabilities (Pbind
and Punbind ) (Collepardo-Guevara and Schlick 2011). By
changing the probabilities of attaching/detaching, we can
simulate different binding affinities or fast/slow binding, and
different effective LH densities (ρ). For example:

Pbind � Punb : Very high affinity and very fast binding,

(1a)

Pbind > Punb : High affinity and fast binding, (1b)

Pbind = Punb : Moderate affinity, (1c)

Pbind < Punb : Low affinity and slow binding, (1d)

where LH density ρ = Pbind / (Pbind + Punbind ) (Portillo-
Ledesma et al. 2022).

With this simple but effective model of LH dynamic bind-
ing, we determined that fast and slow LH binding, which
occurs simultaneously in vivo, might act cooperatively to
help control fiber unfolding, especially when the linker DNA
length is typical of eukaryotes (Collepardo-Guevara and
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Fig. 1 Modeling protein binding in genome structures. A Current
implementation of flexible LH binding. Left: Coarse-grained model
of the flexible 28-bead LH H1E from the atomistic structure with 6 GH
beads in yellow and 22 CTD beads in cyan (Luque et al. 2014). Mid-
dle: Coarse-grained model for the two LH variants H1E and H1C (27
beads) (Perisic et al. 2019) with beads colored based on their charges.
Right: Chromatosome with different LH biding modes: off-dyad −20◦
(green), on-dyad (blue), and off-dyad +20◦ (yellow) (Perisic et al.
2019). B Coarse-grained modeling of diffusive monovalent (2 magenta
beads) and bivalent (6 magenta beads) antibodies based on the Fab

all-atom structure and electrostatic potential (Myers et al. 2020). C
All-atom model containing explicit water (red dots) and ions (magenta
and green balls) for the wildtype CTCF–DNA complex based on its
experimental crystal structure (Mao et al. 2023). D Implicit model-
ing of TF binding to chromatin fibers at nucleosome resolution and kb
chromatin arrays based on the crystal structure of Myc:Max binding
to DNA (Portillo-Ledesma et al. 2024). Shown from left to right are:
Myc:Max–DNA crystal structure; binding of Myc:Max complexes to
chromatin fibers forming tetramers; and implicit modeling ofMyc:Max
binding through a spring between two DNA beads

Schlick 2011). Fibers with fixed LH behave more stiffly
and unfold based on interactions between linker DNA and
LH, whereas dynamic LH softens the unfolding dynamics
due to destabilization of the DNA stem and increase of
the DNA–DNA repulsion. Our later study of dynamic LH
binding in the presence of Mg2+ ions (Collepardo-Guevara
and Schlick 2012) showed reduction of the Mg2+ stiffen-
ing effect. Both dynamic LH binding and divalent ions act
together to promote heteromorphic superbeads-on-a-string
structures during fiber unfolding, which helps decondense
the chromatin fiber.

Flexible 28-bead LH model Next, our group improved the
LH coarse-grained model (Luque et al. 2014) to describe
the interaction between the intrinsically disordered CTD
and the linker DNA, and the CTD folding dynamics upon
nucleosome binding. Our refined LH model consists on 6
rigid beads for the GH, also based on the atomic structure of

LH H1.4 (H1E) (Bharath et al. 2003), and 22 flexible beads
for the CTD, with a resolution of 5 residues per bead, similar
to histone tails (Fig. 1A). The CTD initial configuration was
based on experimental FRET data showing a compressed but
elongated configuration of length 10 nm. Because the CTD
22 beads are flexible, we associated stretching and bending
terms as:

ELHS =
NLH∑

i=1

Ni∑

j=1

k j
2

(li j − l j0)
2, (2)

where NLH is the number of nucleosome cores with
LH bound and Ni is the number of beads used to cal-
culate the stretching energy. The constants are k j =
0.1 kcal/mol/Å and l j0 = 15 Å for the CTD beads, and
l j0 = 0 for the globular head beads connected to the CTD.
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Fig. 2 Biophysical insights obtained from modeling protein-bound
genome systems. A Binding of LH to chromatin fibers produces a tran-
sition from a globular disordered fiber with hierarchical loops to an
ordered zigzag compact fiber (Grigoryev et al. 2016; Portillo-Ledesma
et al. 2022). Shown are chromatin structures in the absence (left) and
presence (right) of LH and their corresponding nucleosome contact
maps depicting long andmedium-range interactions in the fiber without
LH.LHoff-dyad+20◦ bindingmode producesmore compact fibers than
when bound on-dyad (Perisic et al. 2019). B Coarse-grained modeling
of diffusive antibody binding to chromatin fibers reveals that bivalent
antibodies are better compactors than monovalent antibodies and that

bivalent antibodies act togetherwith LH to compact the fibers.As shown
by the plot of interaction frequencies, such compaction is driven by the
competition for interaction with tails (Myers et al. 2020). C All-atom
MD simulations show that single-residue mutations of CTCF affect
its secondary structure and interaction with DNA, as seen here by the
CTCF structure of the wildtype andmutants R339Q and Q418R, and by
the distances between CTCF’s zinc fingers (ZFs) and DNA (Mao et al.
2023). D Implicit modeling of TF binding to chromatin fibers reveals
the mechanism of gene silencing in the EED gene locus by occlusion of
the transcription start site driven by higher folding motifs like hairpins
and hierarchical loops (Portillo-Ledesma et al. 2024)

The corresponding bending term is:

ELHB =
NLH∑

i=1

Ni−1∑

j=1

kβ j

2
(βi j − β j0)

2, (3)

where kβ j = 1 and β j0 = 110o.
Similar to the initial 3-bead rigid model, each LH bead

interacts with other chromatin elements through an electro-
static Debye-Hückel (EDH ) term of the form:

EDH (qi , q j , ri j ) = qiq j

4πε0εri j
exp(−κri j ), (4)

where qi , q j are the charges on the two beads, ri j the distance
between the two beads, ε the dielectric constant, and κ the

inverse Debye length. Also included is a Lennard–Jones term
(EL J ) defined as:

EL J (σ, kev, ri j ) = kev
[( σ

ri j

)12 −
( σ

ri j

)6]
, (5)

where kev is the excluded volume interaction energy param-
eter, and σ is the effective diameter of the two interacting
beads.

The LH CTD 22 beads are sampled with translational
moves during the Monte Carlo simulation. This model accu-
rately reproduces the CTD condensation upon LH binding
and its dependency on chromatin fiber size (Luque et al.
2014).

With this refined LHmodel, we showed that upon binding,
the CTD folds in the nucleosome together with other nucleo-
some elements,which is controlled by a charge neutralization
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mechanism. We also showed that LH density controls chro-
matin higher-order folding producing well-defined 30-nm
zigzag fibers when the fiber is LH-saturated and flexible and
looped structures when saturation levels are reduced (Grig-
oryev et al. 2016) (Fig. 2A). Such a hierarchical looping
mechanism for fiber folding establishes an efficient way
to package DNA that facilitates DNA unwrapping with-
out knotting. LH also affects the persistence length of the
looped structures; higher LH densities decrease DNA bend-
ing, suggesting that LH can help regulate gene expression
by modulating long-range interactions (Bascom et al. 2016).
We finally determined that the critical LH density associated
with the formation of the well-defined 30-nm zigzag fibers
increases with the linker DNA length (Luque et al. 2016),
indicating that a balance between the negatively charged
DNA and positively charged LH determines optimal stems
and nucleosome array structures.

In our initial studies with this updated LH model, the
globular head was considered to be bound on-dyad, thus
symmetrically centered on the nucleosome dyad axis. How-
ever, LH can bind asymmetrically, or off-dyad (Zhou et al.
2015; Öztürk et al. 2018; Zhou et al. 2013; Cutter and Hayes
2017; Zhou et al. 2016), and LH densities higher than 1 are
possible (Woodcock et al. 2006; Bates and Thomas 1981).
To better address these factors, and the fact that in mam-
mals 11 LH variants exits (Fyodorov et al. 2018), we further
introduced two off-dyad bindingmodes (Fig. 1A), chromato-
somes with two LHs, and derived a model for the shorter LH
variantH1.2 (Fig. 1A) (Perisic et al. 2019). In particular,H1.2
(H1C) was modeled similarly to H1.4 (Luque et al. 2014),
with off-dyad binding modes. These were modeled by rotat-
ing the LH around that axis, −20° or +20° , based on the
experimental structure of a tetranucleosome with off-dyad
LH (Song et al. 2014). A chromatosome with 2 LHs was
formulated by binding 2 LHs with different binding modes.

This study showed that chromatin structure depends on
LH variant and binding mode and that the off-dyad binding
of H1.4 is advantageous for higher compaction due to strong
interactions with nonparental DNA and promotion of high
tail/nonparental core interactions (Fig. 2A). We also found
that when two LHs are bound to the same nucleosome, the
most favorable organization is the combination of an on-dyad
with an off-dyad binding mode. Overall, these results show
how LH variants, binding modes, and densities orchestrate
chromatin condensation and DNA accessibility, adding an
additional level of epigenetic regulation.

Similarly, we also introduced a dynamic binding for the
updated H1.2 and H1.4 LHs (Portillo-Ledesma et al. 2022).
Because this LHmodel is larger than the initial 3-beadmodel
and is flexible, we introduced an additional LHMonte Carlo
move to reorganize the LHs upon binding and thus avoid
clashing with other chromatin elements. We used this model

to determine the critical LH density that triggers a structural
transition from a globular, open, and disordered state to a
compact, ordered, and straight state, as found in connection
with B-cell lymphoma development (Yusufova et al. 2021).
A density of 0.5 triggered this transition in fibers with linker
DNA length typical of eukaryotes due to the optimal DNA
stem formation (Fig. 2A).

Antibody/chromatin modeling Antibody proteins can bind
to linker DNA or nucleosomes, which is used to probe chro-
matin states and sub-structures (Olins et al. 2011) with many
biological applications (Seredkina et al. 2013). To gain a
better understanding of how antibodies interact with chro-
matin and compete with other chromatin elements such as
linker DNA, histone tails, and LH, we introduced coarse-
grained models of the monovalent (fragment crystallizable,
Fc, region removed) and bivalent (antigen binding region,
Fab, and Fc regions present) forms of the PL2-6 antibody
into our chromatin mesoscale model (Myers et al. 2020).
Experiments indicate that whereas the bivalent PL2-6 inter-
acts with mitotic chromatin, the monovalent form interacts
with chromatin throughout the cell cycle, indicating different
binding modes (Olins et al. 2011).

The modeling of diffusive antibodies required incorpo-
rating periodic boundary conditions to examine crowding
effects. Our study of the electrostatic surface of the atomistic
PL2-6 showed a basic region at the binding end of Fab sub-
units (Fig. 1B), indicating that the interaction with chromatin
occurs through the linker DNA or the nucleosomal acidic
path. Thus, our coarse-grained antibody model includes two
rigid spherical beads for eachFab subunit and two rigid spher-
ical beads for the Fc subunit, totaling 6 beads for the bivalent
antibody and 2 beads for the monovalent antibody (Fig. 1B).
The implementation of rigid beads was rationalized by data
showing that the angle between the two Fab domains (� f ab

in Fig. 1B) does not affect antibody properties (Calero-Rubio
et al. 2016); the model is also simpler (Calero-Rubio et al.
2018). The charge on the end bead of each Fab subdomain is
defined as +3q to mimic the basic electrostatics, whereas the
other beads have a charge of zero. Similar to the LH mod-
eling, each antibody bead interacts with LHs, tails, cores,
linker DNA, and other antibody beads through electrostatic
terms (Debye-Hückel potential) and excluded volume terms
(Lennard–Jones potential) as:

EFab(σ, kev, ri j , qi , q j ) = kev
[( σ

ri j

)12 −
( σ

ri j

)6]

+ qiq j

4πε0εri j
exp(−κri j ). (6)

The antibodies move in the Monte Carlo simulation with
two additional translational and rotational moves. As men-
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tioned above, a new development for this type of study
between antibodies and chromatin requires consideration of
periodic boundary conditions. For that purpose, a 400-nm
box is centered around the chromatin fiber.

Our study of antibody binding to chromatin compared
simulations of free chromatin fibers, monovalent PL2-6–
chromatin, and bivalent PL2-6–chromatin complexes at low
and high salt concentrations. We found that bivalent anti-
bodies have more intense interactions than the monovalent
counterparts, increasing fiber compaction (Fig. 2B). These
interactions result from antibodies competing with cores and
linkerDNAfor histone tails (Fig. 2B).Additionally,we found
that LH and PL2-6 act cooperatively to compact chromatin
fibers. Thus, overall we showed that dynamic interactions of
proteins with chromatin fibers depend on the fiber’s internal
structure and the interactions already established with other
chromatin elements. This competition dynamically alters the
internal chromatin structure and can in turn modulate the
interaction with other proteins like LHs, HP1, or HMG.

Overall, we have demonstrated that at the coarse-grained
level, the interaction of proteins like LHs or antibodies with
chromatin fibers is possible to model explicitly. With sim-
ple, like the 3-bead rigid LH, or more sophisticated models,
like the 28-bead flexible LH or 2–6-bead rigid but diffusive
antibodies, insights into the impact of proteins on chromatin
architecture and gene expression regulation can be obtained.

Transcription factors shape the chromatin
fiber

Transcription factors (TFs) bind to chromatin regions to exert
a variety of functions that are related to the regulation of gene
expression. In particular, CTCF, an 11 zinc-finger (ZF) pro-
tein, acts together with cohesin to perform loop extrusion
and create TADs. Because of CTCF’s role in genome orga-
nization, single-residue mutations are associated with cancer
development (Marshall et al. 2014; Filippova et al. 2002).

All-atom CTCF–DNA model To better understand how such
single-residuemutations affectCTCF function,we compared
the wildtype CTCF–DNA complex to mutant complexes
(Mao et al. 2023). We focused on the effect that muta-
tions had on CTCF structure, its interaction with DNA,
and complex stability. Based on the experimental crystal
structure of the wildtype CTCF–DNA complex contain-
ing ZFs 3 to 8 and a DNA chain of 27 nucleotides (Yin
et al. 2017), we created the following mutant complexes:
R339Q–DNA, R342C–DNA, S354T–DNA, K365T–DNA,
R377H/C–DNA, Q418R–DNA, and R448Q–DNA detected
in cancer patients (Walker et al. 2015; Yoshida et al. 2013;
Voutsadakis 2018; Le Gallo et al. 2012), and performed all-

atom microsecond molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
with the AMBER force field (Weiner et al. 1984) (Fig. 1C).

We found that most of the mutations produce less stable
complexes compared to the wildtype system. Depending on
the specific mutation, this loss of stability is produced by
major changes in the electrostatic potential, loss of stabilizing
hydrogen bonds between the DNA and CTCF molecules,
or destabilization of specific zinc fingers (Fig. 2C). These
results provide insights at the molecular level on the effect
that single-residue mutations have on CTCF and its function,
explaining how small residue changesmight translate into the
development of cancer or other diseases.

Thus, with relatively small nucleic acid systems, high-
resolution models at the atomic level can be used to study the
interaction between proteins and DNA, and deduce mecha-
nisms of action. The knowledge obtained at the all-atom level
can be later used to introduce wildtype and mutant CTCF
binding into our chromatin mesoscale model. For example,
with CTCF modeled explicitly, as we did with LHs and anti-
bodies (Luque et al. 2014; Perisic et al. 2019; Myers et al.
2020), the strength of the electrostatic interactions between
the CTCF and linker DNA can bemodulated by scaling down
the Debye-Hückel energy term based on the binding energies
obtained at the atomic level. Implicit modeling of CTCF via
springs between DNA beads, similar to what we will discuss
below for the Myc-Max TF binding, requires the force con-
stant of the spring to bemodulated to reflect different binding
affinities.

Implicit Myc-Max TF modeling Although all-atom simula-
tions of small DNA–protein complexes can provide insights
into mechanisms of genome regulation, simulations at the
chromatin level are needed to determine how chromatin
architecture is affected by proteins and how this influences
gene expression. We recently explored the binding of the
Myc-Max pair of TFs to chromatin fibers with an implicit
protein model (Fig. 1D) (Portillo-Ledesma et al. 2024).
Myc, a leucine zipper (bHLHZip) protein, heterodimerizes
with another bHLHZip protein, Max, to form the Myc:Max
complex that binds to E-box (5′-CACGTG-3′) regulatory
DNA elements throughout the genome to control transcrip-
tion (Blackwood and Eisenman 1991). These heterodimers
can further tetramerize and bridge sequence-distant regions
of the genome (Nair and Burley 2003), acting as gene repres-
sors.

Based on the crystal structure of the Myc:Max complex
showing how the two dimers bind to sequence-distant DNA
segments and bridge them together (Nair and Burley 2003),
we model Myc:Max binding implicitly by adding restraints
between two genome loci bi and b j (Fig. 1D) using a har-
monic energy penalty of the form:

Ebi b j = k(lbi b j − l0)
2. (7)
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Here l0 is 13 nm based on the distance between the two DNA
segments in the crystal structure, and k is set to 20 kcal/mol
nm2 to produce an energy penalty small compared to the total
energy of the system but sufficient to prevent overlapping
DNA beads or cores.

Our chromatin model thus designates the DNA beads
where TFs bind, defining binding regions, and this is used to
specify a TF binding concentration.

Wefirst studied howTFbinding locationdirects chromatin
folding architecture and how this depends on the linker DNA
length. Second, we determined how the effect of increasing
TF binding concentrations changes with chromatin inter-
nal parameters like linker DNA length, LH, and histone tail
acetylation. Third we showed how TF binding can repress
gene expression (Fig. 2D) and how this can be reversed by
changing LH density.

We found that, when the length of linker DNA allows (44
to 80 bp), chromatin folding and architecture are dictated by
the specific location of TF binding sites. As a result of protein
binding, microdomains, or regions of high-frequency con-
tacts in internucleosome contact maps, emerge. Depending
on the LH density, extent of tail acetylation, and the length
of the linker DNA, the concentration-dependent effect of TF
binding is different. While LH impairs the effect of TF bind-
ing because it competes for fiber compaction, tail acetylation
reduces the repressive effect of TF binding on chromatin
architecture due to its fiber-opening tendency. Regarding
linker DNA, short linkers produce geometrical restrictions
that limit the effect of TF binding, whereas longer linkers
provide the fiber with the flexibility required for TF regu-
lation. When fibers have instead a mixture of linker DNA
lengths, structural heterogeneity emerges, and TF binding
effects are impaired.

The TF binding modeling also helped suggest a mecha-
nism for the Eed gene locus repression (Fig. 2D). By simu-
lating chromatin fibers representative of Eed with Myc:Max
bound at two locations based on experimental information
(Chip-seq data), we determined that Myc:Max can repress
gene expression by occluding the transcription start site
(TSS) of the gene. Interestingly, we also found that such
effect can be reversed by increasing theLHdensity; increased
fiber stiffness by LH binding reduces TF capability of bend-
ing the DNA and occluding the TSS. Thus, we elucidated the
Myc:Max and LH-dependent mechanisms of Eed repression
and activation.

Overall, our results on TF binding at the all-atom and
implicit levels demonstrate that different resolutions can
reveal various mechanistic aspects of genome regulation by
TF binding. Protein binding to small DNA segments or chro-
matin fiber arrays shows how DNA architecture and folding
can be modulated to increase or reduce its accessibility and
compaction, which is directly related to genome expression.

Each local variation and trend contributes significantly to the
global organization of chromatin fibers and associated chro-
mosomes. Surprisingly, transitions also can occur, as in LH
binding to fiber arrays, where a sharp transition around a
density of 0.5 occurs. Crowding effects in the cell inten-
sify the competition among various chromatin elements,
and all these complex interactions are modulated by post-
translational modifications.

Summary and future machine learning
prospects

Over the past 20 years, the integration of proteins into
genome mesoscale models has created a rich toolkit with
wide ranging applications (Figs. 1 and 2). Different models
for proteins such as LH, antibodies, and TFs reveal intriguing
mechanisms concerning LH-induced transitions (Yusufova
et al. 2021; Portillo-Ledesma et al. 2022), LH regulation
of metaphase chromatin via hierarchical loops (Grigoryev
et al. 2016), CTCF single-residuemutation effects (Mao et al.
2023), creation of microdomains by TF binding (Portillo-
Ledesma et al. 2024), or antibody competition and struc-
ture (Myers et al. 2020). In general, modeling protein-bound
chromatin systems at the atomic, coarse-grained, mesoscale,
and polymer levels (Huertas and Cojocaru 2021; Huertas
et al. 2022; Portillo-Ledesma et al. 2023) have shed mech-
anistic insights on single nucleosomes, small fibers, gene
systems, and chromosomes.

Although much progress has been made, further efforts
are needed to better describe the dynamic nature of protein
binding, crowding effects, competition among different pro-
teins, and instantaneous changes in binding affinities.

For example, dynamic binding has been treated implic-
itly by our group for the LH binding (Collepardo-Guevara
and Schlick 2011, 2012; Portillo-Ledesma et al. 2022), and
explicitly for general proteins in polymer models (Brackley
et al. 2013; Buckle et al. 2018). An approach similar to that
we used for the antibodies, inwhich LHs can diffuse and bind
to chromatin fibers and later unbind, combinedwith competi-
tion with other proteins and tunable binding affinities, could
provide further insights into the role of LH variants with
different affinity or on the role of post-translational modifi-
cations in the regulation of chromatin architecture and gene
expression.

How the concentration of other proteins or salt concentra-
tion affects protein binding could be studied by considering
crowding effects with explicit and dynamic protein bind-
ing. These crowding effects could be implicitly introduced
by boundary conditions setting up constrained chromatin
regions or by explicitly introducing chromatin arrays. The
packing effect of multiple fibers at the nucleosome level
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Fig. 3 Chromatin binding proteins predicted with AlphaFold2. Each
panel shows the AlphaFold predicted structure colored by residue pre-
dicted local distance difference test (pLDDT value, see the end of this
caption) (left) and the superposition of the predicted (red) with exper-
imental (green) structures (right), showing for the predicted structure
only the region that has been solved experimentally. A Human LH 1.2
globular head (GH) is predicted with very high accuracy but not the
disordered N- and C-terminal domains. Superposition of AlphaFold
structure with the experimental structure of the GH (PDBID: 8H0V)
shows excellent alignment. B Human CTCF structure containing ZFs
1–11 is predicted with high accuracy. Disordered N- and C-terminal
domains are predicted with very low accuracy. AlphaFold structure
alignswellwith the experimental structure containingZFs 3–8 (PDBID:
5YEF). C Predicted structure of an HMG-domain containing protein
(gene: M896-070310) from Ordospora colligata whose experimental
structure is unknown has high and very high accuracy, except for the
N-terminal region. The HMG domain aligns very well with the experi-
mental structure of a humanHMGprotein (PDBID: 1QRV).DPredicted
structure of a human polycomb group protein (gene: SUZ12) has high
and very high accuracy, except for the disordered N- and C-terminal
regions. Superposition of AlphaFold and experimental (PDBID: 6NQ3)
structures shows failure in the relative positioning of one of the domains.
AlphaFold2 uses as input the sequence of the target protein to generate

a multiple sequence alignment (MSA), called the “MSA representa-
tion,” and a list of structural templates from homologous proteins. In
the Evoformer module, pair of residues in proximity are represented as
edges of graphs, called the “pair representation.” The MSA representa-
tion is used to update the graph edges based on geometrical proximity
inference and to satisfy constraint conditions. At the same time, the pair
representation is used to refine the MSA representation. This iterative
process is performed 48 times. Thus, in each iteration, the model uses
the current structural hypothesis to improve the assessment of theMSA,
which in turns leads to a new structural hypothesis. Both sequence and
structure information are exchanged until the network reaches the 48
cycles. Using the final pair and MSA representations, the 3D struc-
ture is constructed in the Structure module. In particular, every residue
is represented with one free-floating rigid body for the backbone (a
triangle) and χ angles for the side chains. Each backbone triangle is
allowed to independently rotate and translate without any physical or
geometrical restriction. The side chain positions are predicted based on
parameterized torsion angles. The accuracy of each residue’s predic-
tion is performed by the pLDDT measure that evaluates local distances
between all pair of atoms present in a radius R0 belonging to different
residues (Mariani et al. 2013). Thus, pLDDT measures the accuracy of
the local environment surrounding each residue in the predicted struc-
ture. pLDDT is trained by X-ray data of high resolution (0.1–3 Å)
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has been studied (Farr et al. 2021), finding that nucleosome
breathing regulates liquid-liquid phase separation and mul-
tivalent nucleosome interactions. It remains to be seen how
proteins modulate such complexes.

Finally, the system size that can be studied at high reso-
lution remains a limitation. For the binding of LHs or TFs
to genome systems in the Mb size range, new strategies are
needed to incorporate these important local factors. In the
spirit of QM/MM or MM/CG methods, methods that com-
bine coarse-grained models at nucleosome resolution with
polymer models at kb resolution could help study protein-
bound whole genome systems.

Machine learning tools can assist in various ways by
learning the patterns that dictate the folding at various
levels and applying these combined effects to fold model
systems. In Fig. 3, we analyze structures predicted with
AlphaFold2 (Jumper et al. 2021) for illustrating the folding
of various chromatin-associated units: small histones, CTCF,
HMGproteins, or polycomb repressive proteins. AlphaFold2
performs amultiple sequence alignment (MSA) for the amino
acid sequence of the target protein and evolutionary-related
proteins and uses atomic coordinates of available homol-
ogous structures to predict with neural networks the 3D
structure of the target protein (see details in Fig. 3 caption).

Overall, we see that structured domains for these four cho-
sen systems are predicted with high or very high accuracy,
but not the disordered domains, which are predicted with
very low accuracy. This is evident in the N and C-terminal
domains of the LH and CTCF proteins. Further, the relative
alignment of domains is also not perfect. For example, in
the polycomb group protein, one of the domains does not
align with the experimental structure. However, AlphaFold2
can help predict entire structures that were partially solved
experimentally. For example, the structure of CTCF contain-
ing all ZFs 1 to 11 is predicted with high accuracy, whereas
experiments have solved only part of the ZFs.

While highly imperfect, this rapidly improving machine
learning technology may be a starting point where no experi-
mental data are available for initial model setups. Combined
strategies of models and techniques, such as described here
for protein-bound chromatin models at the mesoscale, will
undoubtedly help provide an increasingly more complex and
complete picture of how chromatin behaves in the natural
cellular milieu and evolve us from genomes to cells to organ-
isms.
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